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Abstract
Introduction: Paris classification for the extent of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) in children is based solely on
macroscopic findings obtained via endo-colonoscopy. However, in some cases histologic findings may indicate
more severe cases.
Objectives: The aim of the present study was to compare the extent of pediatric IBD based on endo-colonoscopy
and pathological findings.
Methods: Data on 67 hospitalizations were collected from 51 children with IBD who had been admitted to the
children’s medical center of Tehran. All subjects underwent endoscopy or colonoscopy and had a histological
report.
Results: Comparison of the endoscopic and histological findings in ulcerative colitis showed that, in 37% of
cases, gastric involvement was reported in histology, while these cases were reported normal in endoscopy. In
colonoscopy, the transverse colon was more involved, as compared with the results of histology, while in other
parts of the colon, the histological involvement showed more severe findings. Considering Paris classification,
in 25% of cases, the extent of the disease was higher in colonoscopy, and in 16% of cases, it was higher in
histology. Of all children with Crohn’s disease, gastric involvement in 20% of cases and esophageal and duodenal
involvement in 13% of cases were more reported in histology than in endoscopy. In the ascending colon,
descending colon, and rectosigmoid, histological involvement was more than that observed in colonoscopy.
Considering Paris classification, in 5% of cases, the extent of the disease was higher in colonoscopy, and in 9%
of cases, it was higher in histology.
Conclusion: Concurrent use of histological findings and endoscopic findings may help to better determine the
severity and extent of the disease and facilitate the process of treatment.

Introduction
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is
characterized by chronic inflammation of the
gastrointestinal mucosa, and it is classically
divided into two types of Crohn’s disease and
ulcerative colitis. Crohn’s disease can involve
every part of the gastrointestinal tract, but in
a discontinuous fashion; the inflammation
mainly affects the entire wall of gastrointestinal
tract and may cause granulomas. In ulcerative
colitis, the involvement begins in rectum
and spreads continuously upward, and the
inflammation is often superficial. However,
in some cases, the pattern of involvement
does not follow the above cases, which is
called unclassified IBD. Numerous studies
have shown that 25% of IBD cases occur in
children under 18 years of age (1). However,
its incidence seems to be increasing, especially

Key point
Numerous studies have shown that 25% of IBD cases
occur in children under 18 years of age. Paris classification
IBD in children is based solely on macroscopic findings
obtained via endo-colonoscopy. In some pediatric IBD
cases, histologic findings may indicate more severe cases
than endo-colonoscopy findings. Therefore, concurrent
use of histological and endo-colonoscopy findings may
help to better determine the severity and extent of the
disease and facilitate the process of treatment.

in children (2).
Due to the increasing incidence of IBD in
children, it is of great importance to develop
criteria to achieve rapid, accurate and
definitive diagnosis in this group of patients
(3,4). On the other hand, it is important
to evaluate the severity and extent of the
disease to make a good plan for treatment
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(5). Although Paris classification (6) is conducted to assess
the extent of pediatric IBD for diagnosis and follow-up of
patients (7), it is based solely on macroscopic findings and
does not use histological findings. However, determining
the extent of the disease using histological findings may
also be helpful in making good decisions on treatment and
assessing the progress of the disease (8,9).
Various studies in adults have shown that microscopic
disease is more common than macroscopic disease (10),
especially after treatment. Some studies on pediatric
IBD have also reported that endoscopic and histological
findings in IBD may not be fully consistent, and in
some cases, histological findings are more severe than
endoscopic findings (9,11,12).
Mucosal healing is considered as part of the therapeutic
goal in these patients (13,14), which may not be visible and
evaluable in endo-colonoscopy and can only be verified
using histological examination on specimens. The use of
Paris classification, which does not include histological
criteria, may lead to inaccurate determination of the
extent of the disease, making problems in following up the
treatment process. Therefore, it is necessary to study the
consistency between histological and endo-colonoscopy
findings in these patients. When the histological disease
is more widespread, histological criteria can be conducted
for the diagnosis and follow-up of patients.
Objectives
The aim of the present study was to compare the extent
of pediatric IBD based on endo-colonoscopy and
pathological findings.
Patients and Methods
Study design
This retrospective study was conducted in 2020 in the
Children’s Medical Center, Tehran, Iran. Children aged
1-18 years old, who were hospitalized with a definitive
diagnosis of IBD during 2018-19, underwent endoscopy
or colonoscopy, and had available histologic reports were
enrolled into the study. Data were collected on 51 patients
with 67 cases of hospitalizations. Using a form, data on
patients including age, gender, type of disease, endoscopic
and colonoscopy findings, as well as histological
findings of examination on biopsy specimens (collected
from different parts of the gastrointestinal tract) were
recorded and the extent of the disease was determined
based on Paris classification. Endoscopic findings on
upper gastrointestinal tract included erythema, erosion,
inflammation, prolapse, and nodularity. On the other
hand, colonoscopy findings included erythema and edema,
reduced or disappearing vascular pattern, mucosal fragility,
aphthous ulcers, exudate, erosion, fisher, fistula, and other
items (polyps, pseudopolyps, granularity, nodular lesions
and bleeding). Histological diagnoses were also based
on inflammatory findings of the mucosa (esophagitis,
gastritis, duodenitis, colitis, cryptitis, crypt abscesses and
2
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granulomas), structural changes (destruction, branching
or atrophy of the crypts), epithelial abnormalities and its
superficial irregularities (metaplasia, mucin depletion,
and regenerative changes). The extent of the disease
was evaluated using endo-colonoscopy and histological
findings and the results were compared with each other.
Statistical analysis
SPSS 25 statistical software was applied for data analysis.
Qualitative variables were described using frequency and
percentage and quantitative variables were described using
mean and standard deviation. P value ˂ 0.05 was regarded
as statistically significant.
Results
Of 51 children with IBD, 25 patients (49%) were male and
26 patients (51%) were female with the mean age (SD)
of 9 ± 4 years. Of all participants, 27 children (53%) were
diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, 16 children (31%) with
Crohn’s disease, and 8 children (16%) with unclassified
IBD. The studied children were hospitalized for 67 cases,
and endoscopy and colonoscopy, were performed in 39
(58%) and 60 cases (90%), respectively.
Ulcerative colitis
Of all patients, 27 children with ulcerative colitis were
hospitalized 36 times, and endoscopy and colonoscopy
were performed in 16 and 32 cases, respectively. Due to the
severity of the disease in different areas of the colon, the
entire colon was visible in only eight cases of colonoscopy.
In 12 cases up to hepatic flexion and in five cases up to
splenic flexion were visible. In seven cases, only the
rectosigmoid were visible. Table 1 presents the frequency
of involvement of different parts of the gastrointestinal
tract in endoscopy and colonoscopy and the histological
result of biopsy, as well as the similarity between endocolonoscopy findings and the results of histology in patients
with ulcerative colitis. Comparison of the endoscopic and
histological findings showed that, in 37% of cases, gastric
involvement was reported in histology, while these cases
were reported normal in endoscopy. The comparison
between colonoscopy and histological findings also showed
that the colonoscopy indicated more involvement in the
transverse colon, while histological involvement was more
severe in other parts of the colon. Figure 1 compares Paris
classification in patients with ulcerative colitis based on
colonoscopy findings alone and together with histological
findings. Considering Paris classification, the extent of the
disease was higher in colonoscopy and histology in 25%
and 16% of cases, respectively.
Crohn’s disease
Of all subjects, 16 children with ulcerative colitis were
hospitalized 22 times, and endoscopy and colonoscopy
were performed in 15 and 21 cases, respectively. Due to the
severity of the disease in different areas of the colon, the

Endoscopic/histological findings in pediatric IBD
Table 1. Frequency of endo-colonoscopic and histological involvement and their similarity in different parts of the gastrointestinal tract in patients with
ulcerative colitis
Place

Endoscopya

Colonoscopya

Involvement frequency

Similarity

Endo-colonoscopy

Histology

Both similar (normal or involved)

Only endo-colonoscopy

Only histology

Esophagus

6 (38%)

6 (38%)

12 (74%)

2 (13%)

2 (13%)

Stomach

9 (55%)

15 (94%)

10 (63%)

0 (0%)

6 (37%)

Duodenum

3 (19%)

3 (19%)

14 (88%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

Terminal ileumb

1 (13%)

1 (13%)

6 (74%)

1 (13%)

1 (13%)

Ascending colonb

5 (63%)

6 (75%)

5 (62%)

1 (13%)

2 (25%)

Transverse colonc

16 (80%)

12 (60%)

12 (60%)

6 (30%)

2 (10%)

Descending colond

22 (88%)

24 (96%)

21 (84%)

1 (4%)

3 (12%)

Retosigmoide

27 (84%)

30 (94%)

27 (84%)

1 (3%)

4 (13%)

Out of 36 hospitalizations, endoscopy was performed in 16 cases and colonoscopy in 32 cases; b Terminal ileum and ascending colon were visible in 8 cases;
c
Transverse colon was visible in 20 cases; d Descending colon was visible in 25 cases; e Rectosigmoid was visible in 32 cases.
a

Figure 1. Comparison of Paris classification in the extent of involvement in
patients with ulcerative colitis

normal in endoscopy. On the other hand, the involvement
of the esophagus and duodenum was reported in 13% of
cases in endoscopy, while these cases were reported normal
in histology. The comparison between colonoscopy and
histological findings in each section also showed that in
the ascending colon, descending colon and rectosigmoid,
histological involvement was more than colonoscopy.
Figure 2 compares Paris classification in patients with
Crohn’s disease based on endo-colonoscopy findings
alone and together with histological findings. Concerning
Paris classification, the extent of the disease was higher
in in colonoscopy and histology in 5% and 9% of cases,
respectively.

entire colon was visible in only five cases of colonoscopy.
In two cases up to hepatic flexion and in nine cases up to
splenic flexion were visible. In five cases, only the rectosigmoid were visible. Table 2 presents the frequency of
involvement of different parts of the gastrointestinal tract in
endoscopy and colonoscopy, the histological result of their
biopsy, as well as the similarity between endo-colonoscopy
findings and the results of histology in patients with Crohn’s
disease. Comparison of the endoscopic and histological
findings showed that, in 20% of cases, gastric involvement
was reported in histology, while these cases were reported

Unclassified IBD
Of all patients, eight children with unclassified IBD were
hospitalized 9 times, and endoscopy and colonoscopy
were performed in eight and seven cases, respectively.
Due to the severity of the disease in different areas of the
colon, the entire colon was visible in only two cases of
colonoscopy. In three cases up to hepatic flexion and in one
case up to splenic flexion were visible. In one case, only the
rectosigmoid were visible. Table 3 presents the frequency
of involvement of different parts of the gastrointestinal
tract in endoscopy and colonoscopy, the histological
result of their biopsy, as well as the similarity between

Table 2. Frequency of endo-colonoscopic and histological involvement and their similarity in different parts of the gastrointestinal tract in patients with Crohn’
disease
Place

Endoscopya

Colonoscopya

Involvement frequency

Similarity

Endo-colonoscopy

Histology

Both similar (normal or involved)

Only endo-colonoscopy

Esophagus

9 (60%)

8 (53%)

12 (80%)

2 (13%)

Only histology
1 (7%)

Stomach

12 (80%)

15 (100%)

12 (80%)

0 (0%)

3 (20%)

Duodenum

5 (33%)

4 (27%)

12 (80%)

2 (13%)

1 (7%)

Terminal ileumb

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

5 (100%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Ascending colonb

3 (60%)

5 (100%)

3 (60%)

0 (0%)

2 (40%)

Transverse colonc

5 (71%)

5 (71%)

5 (71%)

1 (14%)

1 (14%)

Descending colond

13 (81%)

16 (100%)

13 (81%)

0 (0%)

3 (19%)

Retosigmoide

18 (86%)

20 (95%)

17 (81%)

1 (5%)

3 (14%)

Out of 22 hospitalizations, endoscopy was performed in 15 cases and colonoscopy in 21 cases; b Terminal ileum and ascending colon were visible in 8 cases;
c
Transverse colon was visible in 5 cases; d Descending colon was visible in 16 cases; e Rectosigmoid was visible in 21 cases.
a
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Figure 2. Comparison of Paris classification in the extent of involvement in
patients with Crohn’s disease.

endo-colonoscopy findings and the results of histology in
patients with unclassified IBD. Concerning the similarity
between endoscopic and histological findings, histological
involvement of the stomach was higher in 25% of cases,
while involvement of the duodenum in endoscopy
was higher in 25% of cases. The comparison between
colonoscopy and histological findings in each part also
showed that in most parts, colonoscopy involvement was
more than that observed in histology.
Discussion
The findings of the present study showed that in some cases
the histological findings in biopsy specimens collected via
endo-colonoscopy from children with IBD were more
severe than the findings observed in endo-colonoscopy.
In addition, in many cases, gastric involvement was more
observed in histology than in endoscopy.
Paris classification for determining the severity of IBD
in children is based on endoscopic and colonoscopy
findings (6) and does not include histological findings.
Our study showed that in some cases, histological findings
are more comprehensive than endoscopic or colonoscopy
findings and the use of histological findings in this
classification may help to better determine the severity of
the disease. Moreover, according to the study of Ashton

et al, who conducted two studies on both diagnosis and
follow-ups, histological findings were more important
than endoscopic findings and they must be conducted
along with endoscopic findings to determine the extent
and severity of the disease (12,15). Based on the study
by Fernandes et al, on Crohn’s disease, when combining
microscopic findings with endoscopic findings, the extent
of the disease varies and further studies are needed (16).
We did not find another study comparing histological
and endoscopic findings in pediatric IBD. However, our
study also showed that in some cases the histological
findings were more severe than the endo-colonoscopy
findings. As a result, it seems that the use of microscopic
findings along with macroscopic findings can help to
determine the severity, extent and classification of IBD
in children, which in turn can help to choose a better
treatment and follow-up plan for patients. However, more
extensive studies in this area are recommended.
On the other hand, previous studies have reported
gastric involvement in a significant number of patients
with ulcerative colitis. Ashton et al reported endoscopic
gastric involvement in 40% of patients and histological
involvement in 66.7% of patients (12). Tobin et al also
reported that patients with ulcerative colitis had gastritis
in 69% of cases and duodenitis in 23% of cases (17). Our
study also showed that in children with ulcerative colitis,
the stomach was involved in endoscopy in more than
half of cases and in histology, it was observed in almost
all the cases. In Crohn’s disease, gastric involvement was
present in endoscopy in 80% of cases and in histology, it
was observed in all cases. Ashton et al reported gastric
involvement in endoscopy and histology of 42.9% and
85.9% of patients, respectively (12). In addition, gastric
involvement was reported to a high extent in the follow-up
of patients (15,18). In our study, gastric involvement was
present in nearly two-thirds of patients with unclassified
IBD. In all the three disease groups, gastric involvement
was more visible in histology than in endoscopy. Although
this involvement may not be specific to the disease and
may be attributed to side effects of medications, apparently

Table 3. Frequency of endo-colonoscopic and histological involvement and their similarity in different parts of the gastrointestinal tract in patients with unclassified
inflammatory bowel disease
Involvement frequency

Place

Endoscopy

a

Histology

Both similar (normal or involved)

Only endo-colonoscopy

Only histology

Esophagus

4 (50%)

3 (38%)

7 (88%)

1 (12%)

0 (0%)

Stomach

3 (38%)

5 (63%)

6 (75%)

0 (0%)

2 (25%)

Duodenum

3 (38%)

1 (12%)

6 (75%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

Terminal ileum

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2 (100%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

Ascending colonb

1 (50%)

0 (0%)

1 (50%)

1 (50%)

0 (0%)

Transverse colon

b

Colonoscopy

a

Similarity

Endo-colonoscopy

5 (100%)

3 (60%)

3 (60%)

2 (40%)

0 (0%)

Descending colond

6 (100%)

4 (67%)

4 (67%)

2 (33%)

0 (0%)

Retosigmoid

6 (86%)

6 (86%)

5 (72%)

1 (14%)

1 (14%)

e

c

Out of 9 hospitalizations, endoscopy was performed in 8 cases and colonoscopy in 7 cases; Terminal ileum and ascending colon were visible in 2 cases;
Transverse colon was visible in 5 cases; d Descending colon was visible in 6 cases; e Rectosigmoid was visible in 7 cases.
a
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gastric involvement in all patients with IBD should be
properly evaluated and treated, if necessary.
Overall, the findings of the present study showed
that in some cases, histological findings in endoscopic/
colonoscopy biopsy specimens of children with IBD
are more severe than those observed in endoscopy/
colonoscopy. Therefore, it is recommended to take
samples from healthy or seemingly healthy areas and
label them properly in endoscopy/colonoscopy of the
patients to undergo histological examination. Since, in all
three groups of diseases, gastric involvement in histology
was more visible than the involvement in endoscopy, it
is recommended for all patients with IBD, to examine
stomach separately and perform appropriate treatments,
if necessary.
Conclusion
The findings of the present study on pediatric IBD showed
that in some cases the histological findings were more
severe than those observed in endo-colonoscopy. Although
Paris classification is based solely on endo-colonoscopy
findings to determine the severity of ulcerative colitis and
Crohn’s disease, the concurrent use of histological findings
and endoscopic findings may help to better determine
disease severity and facilitate its treatment.
Limitations of the study
One of the limitations of this study was the small sample
size, which can be managed via conducting more extensive,
multicenter and prospective studies. Such studies can
further investigate the use of histological findings on
current indices and classifications for determining the
severity and extent of the disease at the time of diagnosis
and in subsequent follow-ups. As another limitation of our
study, due to the severity of the disease, in some cases it
was not possible to conduct a complete colonoscopy. In
such cases, Paris classification is based on the findings on
different parts that underwent colonoscopy, which may
underestimate the severity of the disease, especially in
Crohn’s disease.
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